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Abstract

In this paper, written for the session on multi-criteria decision analysis of the EURO XV±INFORMS XXXIV

International Conference (Barcelona, July 1997), we present di�erent cognitive methods for supporting an expert de-

cision maker in her/his daily decision practice. The ®rst part of the paper deals with the construction of a cognitive

artifact of the decision problem. The second part discusses the main methodological components of our approach and

the ®nal part introduces some possible approaches as candidates for an ecological validation. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science

B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introductory context delimitation

The cognitive approach to multi-criteria deci-
sion aid that we propose may be seen as a ®rst step
in the direction of intelligent support of Man/
Machine cooperation with the goal of uncovering
and enhancing ®rst ± the formal representation of
the decision problem and secondly ± possibly sat-
isfactory problem-solving strategies. In this sense,
our approach works towards a communicative
clari®cation, where the two involved systems, the
arti®cial formal decision system and the human
expert decision maker work on a common under-

standing of the problem and search for satisfactory
problem-solving strategies.

1.1. Solving by resolving

We limit our considerations to decision prob-
lems of an intrinsically repetitive nature such as
regular planning and scheduling problems, or on-
line production control problems. Such problems
occur quite naturally in everyday industry, ad-
ministration or business practice. In these decision
contexts, actual human decision-makers often
possess satisfactory problem-solving strategies
gradually acquired during past decision experi-
ences through a more or less formal ``learning-by-
doing'' process.
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When observing such natural human decision
expertise, we will make a careful distinction be-
tween the observable ``embodied'' decision exten-
sion, i.e. the actually observed on-site decision
practice, and the possibly communicated con-
scious decision intention, i.e. the strategic dis-
course the decision maker utters to explain,
legitimate or comment on his decision practice. 1

1.2. Supporting the decision maker

It is imperative to point out that our approach
does not intend to replace the actual human deci-
sion maker by an arti®cial formal decision system

as is usually the objective in classic operational
research and/or arti®cial intelligence, but instead
we try to uncover and enhance the existing deci-
sion practice by supporting the decision maker in
his/her attempt to formalize his/her decision in-
tention (see Fig. 1). 2

To do so, we rely on a behaviourist approach,
gathering the e�ectively observable decision acts
with their respective consequences. From this de-
cision history, we try to induce ``cognitive prob-
lem-solving strategies'' the decision maker might
have used to reach his/her decision acts.

2. Constructing a cognitive artifact of the decision

problem

Our operational purpose is to construct a for-
mal model or representation of the decision

1 ``. . . Un expert incarne normalement son savoir-faire, ses

actes naissent des inclinations sp�eci®ques que sa disposition

intelligente produit en r�eponse �a des situations sp�eci®ques. . . .

L'individu v�eritablement expert, peut . . ., si c'est n�ecessaire,

reconstituer sa [comp�etence cognitive] et apporter une justi®-

cation. Il peut rationaliser ses actes a posterio, ou du moins peut

s'y essayer sans di�cult�e. . . . '', F.J. Varela, Quel savoir pour

l'�ethique [16].

Fig. 1. How to support a decision maker.

2 The design of the ®gure is inspired by the work of Gerd

Gigerenzer concerning modelling and measurement in psychol-

ogy ([6]).
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problem and of corresponding solving strategies
by symbolic coding and application of inductive
and algebraic closure operations (see Fig. 2).

2.1. Communicative dimension

This formal model may be seen as an artifact 3

to be used as discussion support in order to sim-
ulate, evaluate and compare observed and de-
clared decision extensions with declared decision
intentions. It is important to stress on the one
hand the essentially communicative purpose of this
artifact. It is mainly used to communicate between
actors around the decision problem: to de®ne the
problem and to formalize possible solving strate-
gies. On the other hand, this artifact consists es-

sentially in a symbolic linguistic construction
generally based on elementary ®rst order predicate
logic calculus.

2.2. Necessary symbolic coding

The importance of this symbolic production
derives from the fact that it e�ectively only in-
stantiates the actual expert decision maker. 4 In
our practical implementation we use, for opera-
tional purposes, a sub-model of this logic, given by
the constraint logic programming languages, more
directly suited for immediately computable logical

Fig. 2. Cognitive modelling of the decision problem.

3 In the French community, the term artifact has a negative

connotation. Here this term is to be taken in a positive sense as

is common in the Anglo-Saxon community, and it denotes a

formal construction supposed to enhance the cognitive abilities

of a person.

4 ``. . . On peut dire que ce que nous appelons ``je'', nous-

mêmes, nâõt des capacit�es linguistiques r�ecursives de l'homme et

de sa capacit�e unique d'autodescription et de narration. . . . la

fonction langagi�ere est elle aussi une capacit�e modulaire qui

cohabite avec toutes les autres choses que nous sommes sur le

plan cognitif. Nous pouvons concevoir notre sentiment d'un

``je'' personnel comme le r�ecit interpr�etatif continuel de certains

aspects des activit�es parall�eles dans notre vie quotidienne. . . .'',

F.J. Varela, Quel savoir pour l'�ethique ([16]).
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speci®cations. Indeed, concurrent propagation as
operationally implemented with the help of these
systems allows an e�cient study and simulation of
such decision expertise.

To understand the operational di�culty of such
constructions, 5 we consider a threefold problem: ±
®rst, how to describe the empirically observable
decision practice under extensional form, ± in a
second step, how to extract by logic induction
from this formal historic description a possible
decision intension, i.e. a set of decision strategies

or rules apparently underlying the decision exten-
sion, ± in a third step, how to re¯ect this decision
intension towards the decision maker (see relations
R1;R2 and R3 in Fig. 3).

3. Implementing a mimetic decision model

``Le temps devient temps humain dans la me-
sure o�u il est articul�e sur un mode narratif, et
que le r�ecit atteint sa signi®cation pl�eni�ere
quand il devient une condition de l'existence
temporelle'' Paul Ric�ur, Temps et R�ecit
([13])

Installing a formal engine between the human
decision maker and the information return from
the daily decision practice involves creating a mi-
metic formal model of the decision expertise
shown by the operator in his real practical activity
(see Fig. 3).

Implementation of such a formal model passes
through three mimetic 6 steps:

Fig. 3. Describing the decision practice.

5 ``Le Syst�eme S�emantique Global pr�ec�ede th�eoriquement ses

r�ealisations textuelles mais pratiquement il ne peut être cons-

truit, appliqu�e et partiellement postul�e que dans les moments

concrets o�u l'on se dispose �a interpr�eter une portion textuelle

donn�ee. Les textes sont le r�esultat d'un jeu d'unit�es s�emantiques

pr�e�etablies dans le champ virtuel de la s�emiosis illimit�e, mais le

processus de s�emiosis illimit�e ne peut être r�eduit �a ses

descriptions partielles que lorsqu'on a a�aire �a un texte donn�e

ou �a un groupe de textes. Même les ``sc�enarios'' hypercod�es

sont [. . .] le r�esultat d'une circulation intertextuelle pr�ec�edente.

La soci�et�e r�eussit �a enregistrer une information encyclop�edique

seulement parce que celle-ci a �et�e fournie par des textes

ant�erieurs. Encyclop�edie et Thesaurus sont le distillat (sous

forme de macropropositions) d'autres textes. Cette circularit�e
ne doit pas d�ecourager une recherche rigoureuse: le seul

probl�eme est d'�etablir des proc�edures pr�ecises pour rendre

compte de cette circularit�e'', Umberto Eco, Lector in Fabula

([5]).

6 The idea of distinguishing three mimetic steps in the

historical (re)construction of a decision practice is based on the

corresponding work of P. Ricúur, Temps et r�ecit ([13]).
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1. a symbolic coding (arrow R1) capturing the se-
miotics of the decision process description, i.e.
installing a symbolic universe of discourse al-
lowing formal expression (from a syntactic
point of view) of the behaviour of the decision
maker. This construction gives rise to what we
denote the exemplary decision reference or ex-
tension;

2. a con®guration step (arrow R2) capturing or
computing the cognitive strategies giving an in-
sight into the decision maker's behaviour. We
denote this construction as the decision theory
or intension;

3. and a most important last step (arrow R3) in-
stalling the re¯ective mirror towards the deci-
sion maker in order to create a hermeneutic
circle needed to validate and to make evolve
positively the mimetic decision model. This is
achieved by confronting the mimetic model,
i.e. a given decision reference and theory with
the corresponding strategic discourse on the
corresponding decision practice.
Trying to collect data on a given decision

practice necessarily involves capturing physical
measurements and/or qualitative assessments from
the empirical context in which the decision practice
takes place. For instance, in the COMAPS project
(see [4]), the involvement of a human expert con-
troller allows us to rely on his expertise to gather
all relevant ®gures and data for describing the
control practice. Without this symbolic represen-
tation, no decision practice is assessable and no
behavioural and discourse data may be collected
and represented.

3.1. Encoding the decision behaviour

Let us illustrate this step with the help of the
following simple decision problem from a hypo-
thetical production control expertise. We consider
two production process state parameters, X1 and
X2, taking rational values in interval �40; 70�, as-
sociated with a tunable control parameter Xc tak-
ing integer values around 20. This control
parameter is used to maintain both process state
parameters between values 60 and 61.

Let us now consider in Table 1 a hypothetical
control practice 7. From this observed control
practice we can construct the actual underlying
control decision actions in the light of their sup-
posed informational support. This construction
leads to a given decision extension, the so-called
decision reference R. In our simpli®ed example here
we may assume, that the informational support of
the decision maker consists of the control param-
eters X1 and X2, associated with their ®rst di�er-
ences from date t ÿ 1 to t, formally denoted as
Dtÿ1

t �X1� and Dtÿ1
t �X2� respectively, and the tunable

process control variable Xc. The e�ective control
decision action is encoded as ®rst di�erence
Dt

t�1�Xc� of control parameter Xc from time t to
t � 1. We may furthermore assess a threefold
quality judgment (Y � fokÿ; ok; ko�g) which is
based on the resulting process state parameters X1

and X2 at time t � 1. Here we assume that they
must be both together con®ned to the interval
�60; 61�. In Table 2 we have included all these ob-
servations.

3.2. Con®guring the decision story

From this set of quali®ed control decisions, we
can construct inductively the apparently underly-
ing control strategies. In general this problem is a
NP-hard computational job and astonishingly,
expert human decision makers generally show
good or satisfactory practical performance. In

Table 1

Example of hypothetical control practice B

X1 X2 Xc

1 65 64 23

2 61 61 20

3 61 60 20

4 60 60 20

5 61 61 20

6 60 62 21

7 64 64 24

8 60 59 20

9 62 64 21

7 This example is taken from the Circuit Foil S.A. cooper

sheet production control problem described in the COMAPS

project ([4]).
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order to be able to support and eventually enhance
this performance, we must understand the appar-
ently underlying decision strategies. Here, we ob-
tain for instance some apparent control rules as
shown in Table 3 below.

But it is not su�cient to exhibit such possible
control strategies computed on the basis of the
decision reference. We must also re¯ect these re-
sults towards the decision maker.

3.3. Installing a validating dialogue

It is easy to detect that the level of parameters
X1 and X2 is positively related to the level of the
control variable Xc. What the control reference
reveals here is that a typical `expert' control deci-
sion action for a well functioning process is to do
nothing (Dt

t�1�Xc� � 0 for situations t2, t3 and t4)
and to considerably decrease the control parameter
(Dt

t�1�Xc� � ÿ3) if the process state parameters are
de®nitely too high as in situation t1 for instance.
But it also reveals a typical (or expert) control
error as illustrated by the control situation t6,
where the shown control decision action is clearly
going into the wrong direction (see Table 2 above).
Indeed, let us again compute the same kind of

control theory this time for the ko+ quali®ed
control situations. A closer look at the rules
emerging from Table 3 above reveals that two
di�erent cases may characterize such an erroneous
control practice. First, the normal case where, with
already too high process state parameters, we
continue to raise the control variable (cf Table 2
above: situations t6, t5 and t8). But also a more
subtle case appears where, being confronted to
seriously high process parameters, the proposed
reduction of the control parameter is insu�cient to
bring back the process state parameters to their
normal con®ned interval (cf situation t9 for in-
stance).

This brief example clearly shows that the re-
¯ection of these apparent decision rules towards
the decision maker is of tremendous importance.

3.4. The hermeneutic circle

``Ce n'est pas par le discours ou le kocor
ext�erieur que l'homme se distingue de l'ani-
mal, car certains animaux sont tout �a fait
capables de prof�erer des signes et des sons.
Ce qui nous nous caract�erise en propre, c'est
uniquement le fait qu'une r�e¯exion int�erieure
puisse pr�ec�eder la voix. Cette r�e¯exivit�e nous
met �a même de soupeser les points de vue qui
s'o�rent �a nous et de les mettre �a une dis-
tance critique'', Jean Grondin, L'universalit�e
de l'herm�eneutique ([7]).

Indeed, this is the speci®c di�erence we want to
make between traditional OR and AI approaches
and ours. From theoretical considerations we
know that the inductive con®guring step, from
which emerges some intensional decision repre-
sentation, is computationally NP-hard in general,
which leaves us from an operational point of view
with only heuristic approaches. Now, traditional
methods try to adapt the communicative dialogue
to the validation of this necessarily heuristic part
of the decision support. On the contrary, we try to
put the human decision maker e�ectively in the
loop, in the sense that he/she is an essential ele-
ment of validation of the cognitive artifact. A
consequence is the resulting natural multidimen-

Table 3

Some apparent control rules

Combinations Values Decision Quality

X2, X1 [60, 60], [60, 61] 0 ok

X2, X1 [64, 65] ÿ3 ok

X2, X1 [62, 60] 3 ko+

X2, X1 [64, 62] ÿ1 ko+

Table 2

Hypothetical decision reference R

t X1 Dtÿ1
t �X1� X2 Dtÿ1

t �X2� Xc Dt
t�1�Xc� Y

1 65 0 64 0 23 ÿ3 ok

2 61 ÿ4 61 ÿ3 20 0 ok

3 61 0 60 ÿ1 20 0 ok

4 60 ÿ1 60 0 20 0 ok

5 61 +1 61 +1 20 +1 ko+

6 60 ÿ1 62 +1 21 +3 ko+

7 64 +3 64 +2 24 ÿ4 koÿ
8 60 ÿ4 59 ÿ5 20 +1 ko+

9 62 +2 64 +5 21 ÿ1 ko+
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sional or multi-criteria representation of the deci-
sion problem. To represent the solving strategies,
we rely on the well formalized psychological model
described in the moving basis heuristic paradigm
([2,1]).

However, from a cognitive psychological view-
point, it is important to realize that the inten-
tional discourse concerning a given decision
expertise will generally produce two di�erent typ-
ical descriptions of the underlying decision exper-
tise.

On the one hand, speaking of the decision
extension, typical occurrences or representatives in
the sense of prototypes (Rosch [14]) will be
evoked. On the other hand, concerning the
intensional side, the intentional discourse will
produce typical properties, family resemblanc-
es ([15]) or promising aspect combinations
([2]) which characterize given satisfactory decision
acts.

These cognitive biases, resulting from common
underlying cognitive mechanisms such as
dominance structures and anchoring phenomena,
fragmentation of the discourse and uncheckable
inductive closures, will produce a natural
divergence between these two evocations. There
will be a small set of prototypes opposed to a
small set of abusively generalized intensional sen-
tences.

Repetitive confrontation of both these
representations with an actually observable deci-
sion practice will generally lead to a convergence
of the decision problem formulation and resolu-
tion into a consistent and stable symbolic formu-
lation.

Section 4 reviews some attempts to ecologically
validate this methodology.

4. Ecological validation of the cognitive support

approach

Our methodological approach mainly tends to
support the decision maker either by uncovering
and expressing his/her intentional multi-criteria
decision discourse, and/or by supporting the deci-
sion maker in reducing the cognitive biases natu-
rally occurring in this discourse.

To do so, we brie¯y present four di�erent
methods:
1. un-supervised computing of a decision inten-

sion by simply exploiting a historically ob-
served decision extension (Wang [17]);

2. cooperative supervised computing of a decision
intension by interacting with the decision mak-
er ([8]);

3. supporting the intentional discourse by repeti-
tive application of intensional and extensional
hermeneutics ([3]);

4. supporting the cooperation between human
and arti®cial (machine based) decision experts
(COMAPS approach [4]).

4.1. Computing the decision expertise

This approach is close to classic machine
learning techniques such as decision trees and rule
extraction approaches. The main di�erence be-
tween these approaches and ours lies in the fact
that the algorithmic development is driven by a
cognitive psychological model of the decision
maker, the `Moving Basis Heuristic' proposed by
Barth�elemy and Mullet [1]. Theoretical require-
ments are that the decision maker supports a sta-
ble and consistent symbolic representation of the
decision problem, a fact we denote as `Galoisian',
and that a historic set of observed decision situa-
tions is provided. The decision concerns non cyclic
categorical judgments based on multiple aspects
from discrete ordinal attributes. A ®rst imple-
mentation of the approach is discussed by Wang
[17] with an application concerning the observa-
tion of 14 clinical psychologists with respect to
their usual pedagogical orientations and recom-
mendations. A second implementation, mixing
sub-symbolic with symbolic elements, has been
realized by Kant [10], leading to the Categ_ART
neural net tool. 8 The underlying basic assumption
is again a `Galoisian' decision maker concerning
categorical judgments based on aspects from dis-
crete ordinal attributes.

8 Kant himself motivates his tool as a psycho-mimetic

approach.
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4.2. Cooperative decision expertise extraction

A second case is given by an interactive re-
®nement of the previous approach leading ®rst to
the ASCLEPUIS tool as proposed by Guillet [9]
which has been applied to an industrial experiment
discussed in [8]. A second experience was con-
ducted by Lenca [11] and led to the construction of
the APACHE tool with a corresponding applica-
tion in banking [11]. Again, similar theoretical
requirements are presupposed such as a `Galois-
ian' decision maker with respect to categorical
judgments based on multiple aspects from discrete
ordinal scales. 9

4.3. Supporting the expert's discourse on decision
practice

Parallel to the above-mentioned experiments, a
third validation experiment concerned the cogni-
tive study of a complex production scheduling
problem in the wire drawing industry ([3]). In this
context a basic theoretical assumption was that the
decision maker is asymptotically `Galoisian' in the
sense that practical application of the method
should enable the decision maker to construct and
®nally support a more or less stable and consistent
symbolic representation of the decision problem.
No restrictions are put on the kind of decisions
and aspects. A detailed description of this experi-
ment may be found in Pichon's thesis [12].

4.4. Supporting the cooperation between human and
arti®cial (machine based) decision experts

Finally, all the preceding approaches have been
combined in a common cognitive framework to
support the development of the COMAPS tool [4].
Here no restrictions are put on the kinds of aspects
(nominal, ordinal or numeric attributes are possi-
ble). The decision maker is supposed to be locally
and asymptotically `Galoisian' in the time dimen-

sion, in the sense that the symbolic (formal) rep-
resentation of the decision problem may freely
follow the naturally given evolution of the real
decision practice and nevertheless, at a given local
time point, may be adequately formalized.

5. Concluding remarks

Our cognitive approach to multi-criteria deci-
sion aid may be seen as a ®rst step in the direction
of intelligent support of man/machine cooperation
in the sense that our arti®cial decision system (the
machine) is not intended to replace the actual de-
cision maker in the decision making process, but
more subtly serves to uncover and enhance the
formal representation of the decision problem and
possibly satisfactory solving strategies. In this
sense the approach works towards a communica-
tive clari®cation, where the two involved systems,
the arti®cial formal decision system and the hu-
man expert decision maker, work on a common
understanding of the problem and good solving
strategies.

This research is supported by the European
Commission through the context of the COMAPS
BRITE-EURAM project BE 96-3941.
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